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In this note we attempt to compute the global dimension of a skew 
polynomial ring1 R[x; 01, where u is an injective endomorphism of R and 
YX L= XP V Y E R. When o is the identity, the (generalized) Hilbert Syzygy 
Theorem states that lgld R[x; o] = lgld R + 1 [4]. We extend this result to 
the case when o is any automorphism of R. We also consider skew power 
series rings and state some results when CJ is not an automorphism. Our 
general approach to the problem is due to Kaplansky. 
DEFINITION. Let R be a subring of S, I an ideal of R. Let 
1-l =(sESISICR and IsCR). 
Call I inversible if and only if for some over-ring S of R, II-l = R = PI. 
For example, if x E R is a regular non-unit such that XR = Rx = I then I 
is inversible, since we may form a partial quotient ring S of R in which 
(1 , x, x’2 )..., } are invertible. We also note that if I is an inversible ideal then 
both I and 1-l are finitely generated and projective as right and left R-modules 
(cf. [I] p. 132). 
The following theorem generalizes a well known result of Kaplansky 
([7] Th. 5.3): 
THEOREM. Let I be an invertible ideal of R. Let iB be an R/I-module of 
jinite R/I-homological diwlension. Then hd,M = hdRIIM $ 1. 
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Proof. From Kaplansky’s proof of the case I = (x), x central, regular, 
it is seen that it suffices to prove: If  F is a free R-module and IF C KC F are 
submodules such that IF/IK is R/I-projective, then F[K is R/I-projective. 
We first observe that since OR is right exact, IF/IK M I OR F/K.2 Tensoring 
on the left by I-l we obtain 
I-l OR IFIIK w (I-’ OR I) OR F/K w I-lI OR F/K = R &F/K M F/K. 
Hence the proof would be complete if we could establish: 
LEMMA. Let C be an R/I-projective module. Then I-l OR C is R/I-projective. 
Proof. 
I-l OR C M (I-l OR R/I) BRlr C M I-l/I-V @R,r C = I--l/II-l &I C. 
Since I-l is left R-projective, I-l/II-l is left R/I-projective. So 
Hom,,,((I-l/II-l) ORI C, D) M Horn&C, HomRlr(I-lIII-l, D)) 
is exact in D, i.e., I-l/II-l @RII C is R/I-projective. Tracing back through 
the isomorphisms, we have I-l OR C is R/I-projective as required. 
Remark. I f  we try to substitute a weaker notion of inversibility, or 
merely require I to be projective and contain a central, regular, non-unit, 
then the theorem fails. For examples, see [s]. 
COROLLARY. Let u be an automorphism of a ring R. Then 
(a) lgld (rtgld) R[x; O] = lgld (rtgld) R + 1 
(b) If R is Zeft Noetherian, then lgld R[[x; u]] = lgld R + 1. 
Proof. I f  lgld R = co then our conclusions follow by [7] Th. 5.4. If  
lgld R < co, then lgld R[x; u] (R[[x; u]]) 3 lgld R + 1 by the theorem 
just proved and the remarks that precede it. To show 
lgld R[[x; a]] < lgld R + 1 
when R is left Noetherian, we note that R[[x; u]] is left Noetherian and apply 
[a] Th. 1. To prove lgld R[x; u] < lgld R + 1 we follow Hochschild [6]: 
Let M be a submodule of a free R[x; u] module. If  m E M, m = (..., fi(x),...) 
fi(x) E R[x; a]; define mu-’ = (...,fi(xp-l,...) and Mu-’ = {mu-l 1 m EM} 
3 Hence the conclusion of our theorem holds if I is faithfully projective as an 
(R, R)-bimodule. This result is due to C. Jensen (Ma& 2. 1968) and J. Cohen 
(J. Algebra, 1969). 
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(where if fi(x) = xy=,, Ai ,f+(x)“-’ = xy& z&j”-‘). MUM1 is an R[x; U] 
module. The following is an exact sequence of R[x; u] modules: 
o-*R[x;u] &M~-=+R[x;u] @JRMLMMO 
where 
Exactness follows by virtue of the existence of the following chain homotopy: 
h-, : M + R[x;u] OR M 
m-+l@m 
ho : R[x; u] OR M -+ R[x; CJ] OR Mu--l 
n-1 
x9 @ m -+ C (x” @ xnn-~++mu-‘) 
p=o 
We leave the verification that h, , ho is an R-homotopy to the reader. From 
this sequence it is seen that hdRCz;ol M < 1 + hd,M and since M is a sub- 
module of a free R-module, hd R~r:olM < lgld R. Hence lgld R[x; u] < 
Igid R + 1 as required. 
We remark that Kaplansky has an example (unpublished) of a ring R 
such that lgld R[[x]] > lgld R + 1. 
Now let us consider the case of u an arbitrary injective endomorph&m. 
We remark first that Jategaonker has constructed a ring R with endomorphism 
0 such that lgld R[x; u] = lgld R = 2 and rtgld R[x; a] = rtgld R = 1 (to 
appear). 
PROPOSITION. (a) If  R is projective as a left o(R)-module, then 
rtgld R[x; u] < rtgld R + 1. 
(b) If  lgld R = 1, then lgld R[x; u] > 2. 
Proof. (a) is obtained by considering the sequence 
O+M”@O,(,,R[x;u]-+M@XR[x;u]+M-+O 
where M is any right R[x; U] module which is a submodule of a free R[x; u] 
module. Then procede exactly as in the above corollary. (b) is proved by 
considering for any ordinal 01 the R[x; a] module JJiCcr R(Q = M where we 
define XM = 0. If  hdRCr.03M < 1 then by retracing Kaplansky’s proof of 
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Th. 5.3 [7] we conclude that hd, n RxR'"' = 0. Since R may be embedded 
as an R-module in RxR = XR and R is left hereditary, we conclude that 
ni,, R(i) is R-projective, and so by results of Chase [3], R is left perfect. 
Since R is also left hereditary, R must be semi-primary, and so by Chase [2], 
R is a triangular matrix ring. Making use of the special form of these rings 
it is not difficult to conclude that if lgld R[x; U] < 1 then R is semi-simple, 
a contradiction. 
We remark finally that for an arbitrary ring R, suitable restrictions may 
be placed on o (which are satisfied by automorphisms) to insure that 
lgld R[x; u] > lgld R. We shall not discuss them here, however. 
Note added in proof. We recently have been able to establish for any injective 
endomorph&m (T of a ring R that lgld(rtgld) R[. r; o] g 1 + lgld(rtgld) R. (To appear 
in this journal.) 
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